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1. SYNOPSIS

1.1 On the 1st November 2010 Mr. Edward Doherty and Mr. Robert McLaughlin left
their homes at Ross Head, Glengad, Co. Donegal, Ireland at approximately
07.00 hrs. and travelled by road to the F/V “Jennifer” at Portmore Pier, Malin
Head to move crab pots from their location at sea to Glengad. 

1.2 The vessel sank shortly afterwards and the bodies of Mr. Doherty and 
Mr. McLaughlin were subsequently recovered. 
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2. FACTUAL INFORMATION

2.1 Particulars of the Vessel:

Name of Vessel: “Jennifer”

Builder: Unknown

Year of Build: 2000

Overall Length: 7.23 metres

Breadth: 2.92 metres

Depth: 1.1 metres

Engine: Ford D6, 104.44 KW Capacity.

Name & Address of Owner: Mr. Edward Doherty
Glengad,
Co. Donegal.

General Description of Craft: Traditionally built craft of fibre reinforced plastic,
of clinker form, with a raked stem and transom
stern. Craft is of well deck design (raised
foredeck, open aft deck with no freeing ports).

Wheelhouse fitted at the forward end of the
vessel, biased towards the port side with access
through an inward opening door.

Fitted on starboard aft end of wheelhouse
superstructure, Spencer Carter Pot Hauler.

A Rule 2000 electric bilge pump provided bilge
pumping, and a hand operated bilge pump, which
was fitted on the aft port side of the wheelhouse.
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General View of Boat.

View of Wheelhouse & Pot Hauler.
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2.2. Code of Practice Declaration of Compliance for the “Jennifer” was carried out
on the 8th October 2009 and was valid until 8th October 2013.

2.3 The crew on 1st November 2010 comprised:
Edward Doherty aged 65 years
Robert McLaughlin aged 41 years

2.4 Met Éireann estimate of weather conditions for North Donegal sea area and
weather forecasts on the 1st November 2010 are included as an appendix to
this report. 
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3. EVENTS PRIOR TO THE INCIDENT

3.1 On 1st November 2010 Mr. Edward Doherty and Mr. Robert McLaughlin left their
homes at Ross Head, Glengad, Co. Donegal, Ireland at approximately 07.00 hrs.
and proceeded by road to the FV “Jennifer” at Portmore Pier, Malin Head.

3.2 They then proceeded to sea to move crab pots from their location at sea to
Glengad Pier. The exact time they departed Portmore Pier is unknown.

3.3 The F/V “Brothers” skippered by Mr. David McDaid, was crab fishing in the
vicinity of Carrickaveol and at approximately 10.00 hrs., 1st November 2010 or
shortly before it, he observed the “Jennifer” going up the coast in an easterly
direction between the “Brothers” and the land. This is the last known sighting of
the “Jennifer”.
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4. THE INCIDENT

4.1 Little is known of the operations of the “Jennifer” and the actions of Messrs.
Doherty and McLaughlin in the moments immediately prior to the incident. 

4.2 The crew of the “Brothers” last saw the “Jennifer” at approximately 10.00
hrs., whilst the “Brothers” was engaged in fishing operations in the vicinity of
Carrickaveol.

4.3 On completion of fishing operations the “Brothers” commenced proceeding to
its homeport of Glengad approximately 30 minutes after their last sighting of
the “Jennifer”.

4.4 Whilst on passage a crewmember of the “Brothers”, Mr. Sean McDaid, spotted a
body in the water. The boat was brought around and the body was identified as
Mr. Eddie Doherty. 
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5. EVENTS FOLLOWING THE INCIDENT

5.1 Messrs. David and Sean McDaid managed to get the body onboard the “Brothers”
with some difficulty. An attempt was made to contact Malin Head Coast Guard on
VHF radio without success. Mr. David McDaid then managed to make a garbled
contact with his son P.J. McDaid who was fishing the FV “Crua” approximately
four miles away.

5.2 The “Crua” raised the alarm with Malin Head Coast Guard, time logged at 10.44
hrs. 

5.3 Malin Head Coast Guard tasked the following emergency services:

i. 10.44 hrs. Helicopter R118.

ii. 10.44 hrs. Loughswilly Lifeboat.

iii. 10.48 hrs. Mayday Relay Broadcast with DSC Alarm.

iv. 10.50 hrs. Greencastle Coast Guard.

5.4 At 10.57 hrs. Malin Head Coast Guard advised by “Crua” that a body had been 
recovered from sea.

5.5 The body of Mr. Edward Doherty was transferred from the “Brothers” to the
“Lady Nuala”, skippered by Mr. Michael Farren and brought ashore to Glengad
Pier.

5.6 At 11.47 hrs., the body of Mr. Doherty was transferred to an ambulance at
Glengad Pier. A doctor was also in attendance.

5.7 Local boats continued searching the area for Mr. Robert McLaughlin.

5.8 PM 1st November 2010 the casualty vessel “Jennifer” located in 12m. of water
by fisheries vessel “Lough Brandon”. 

5.9 Local divers searched the vessel but did not locate Mr. McLaughlin’s body.

5.10 Local divers found a clump of crab pots and rope approximately 10-20m. west of
the location of the “Jennifer”.

5.11 At 16.48 hrs. on 1st November 2010, local divers attached a towrope to
“Jennifer” and towed the vessel to Glengad Pier, which was brought alongside
Glengad Pier at 17.28 hrs. 1st November 2010. The vessel was subsequently
removed from water, transported from the pier and stored locally. When
salvaging the boat, the controls were found to be in the ahead position.
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5.12 Extensive searches were carried out over a period of days for Mr. McLaughlin’s
body without success.

5.13 Divers searched the surrounding area in which the vessel sank and the clump of
pots for the body of Mr. McLaughlin. The clump of pots was separated during the
search, and two strings of pots were found with an estimated total number of
pots of between 50 and 60 with their associated ropes.

5.14 The body of Mr. McLaughlin was subsequently recovered on the 24th November
2010 at Ketter Beach, Ballyhilllion, Malin Head, Co. Donegal.

5.15 When Mr. Doherty’s body was recovered it is understood that he was wearing a
floatation suit.

5.16 When Mr. McLaughlin’s body was recovered it is understood that he was wearing
oilskins but no buoyancy aid.

5.17 Examination of the vessel after salvage found the following: 

a. There were no obvious structural defects or damages that could be considered
contributory to the incident.

b. EIRPB was of the manual release type situated in the wheelhouse. The EPIRB
had not been activated and was still in its holster.

c. Two SOLAS lifejackets were found in the wheelhouse still in their original
packaging.

d. A 50 Newton Guy Cotton Buoyancy Aid found in wheelhouse.
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6. CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Whatever caused the “Jennifer” to encounter the difficulties that resulted in
the sinking of the vessel and the drowning of Mr. Doherty and Mr. McLaughlin
must have occurred suddenly and without warning.

6.2 Structural failure seems unlikely, as there was no damage found to the vessel
when salvaged.

6.3 A test weighing of a pot retrieved from the “Jennifer” had a weight of 15.5 Kgs.
Similar pots were weighed and found to have weights between 15 and 16 Kgs.
The usual procedure in the Glengad area was for approximately 10 fathom of
rope to be left between each pot, plus the end ropes to buoys. Rope of a type
similar to what was stated to have been used on the “Jennifer” was weighed
and found when wet to weigh 260 grammes per fathom. Therefore, the total
estimated weight of pots and ropes onboard the “Jennifer” at the time of the
incident can be considered to be in the region of between 915 Kgs. and 1,096
Kgs. The equivalent of carrying between 12 and 14 extra persons aboard the
“Jennifer”.

6.4 A tightly stowed stack of 60 pots without ropes was measured and found to
require a minimum volume of 11.78 cu/mts. Which would require pots to be
stacked at least 3 & 4 high on parts of the deck of the “Jennifer”, effectively
reducing the vessels GM (Metacentric Height) and righting lever.

6.5 The carrying of 50-60 pots on a boat the size of the “Jennifer” would have a
significant adverse effect on the stability of the boat.

6.6 At the time of incident southerly winds Force 6 to gale Force 8 were reported,
which would be an offshore wind giving a lee for a boat working close inshore.
However, in the area that the “Jennifer” sank eddies (a swirling of the sea
running back in the opposite direction of the main flow of water) are known to
be prevalent.

6.7 It is thought probable that the “Jennifer” encountered wind or wave action or a
combination of both which caused the vessel to heel to an angle beyond which
it was able to recover from its loaded condition resulting in capsize and sinking.
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 It is recommended that the Minister for Transport review the requirements of
the Code of Practice for Fishing Vessels under 15m, with a view to establishing
revised appropriate stability criteria, imposing an obligation to carry an
appropriate liferaft at all times, and the installation of a float free, self -
activating EPIRB.
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Appendix 8.1 Photographs of EPRIB and Lifejackets.
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a) EPIRB front on.

a) EPIRB side on.



Appendix 8.1 Photographs of EPRIB and Lifejackets.

c) EPIRB as found when boat was salvaged.

d) EPIRB Safety Seal still intact.
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Appendix 8.1 Photographs of EPRIB and Lifejackets.
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e) Two SOLAS Lifejackets still in original bag.

f) 50 Newton Guy Cotton Buoyancy Aid.
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Appendix 8.2 Chartlets of location of incident.
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Position of casualty

Position of casualty
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Appendix 8.3 Photographs of Pots recovered from seabed.

APPENDIX 8.3

a) Photograph of Pot recovered from seabed.

b) Pot with dimensions

340 mm

650 mm

480 mm



Appendix 8.3 Photographs of Pots recovered from seabed.
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c) Pot rope 13.71mm Diameter. 

d) Lay on pot rope.
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Appendix 8.4 Photograph of stack of 60 pots with dimensions.
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Appendix 8.5 Photographs after salvage.
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a) Photographs of Wheelhouse internally after salvage.

b) Deck of boat with engine cover removed
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Appendix 8.5 Photographs after salvage.
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c) General view of boat.

d) Engine cover.
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The Board notes the contents of this correspondence. 
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The Board notes the contents of this correspondence. 
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CORRESPONDENCE

MCIB RESPONSE TO LETTER RECEIVED FROM MRS. DOHERTY ON 
13th MAY 2011.

Firstly the MCIB wishes to express its condolences to Mrs. Doherty on the tragic
and sad loss of her husband and nephew.

(a) in reply to Mrs. Doherty’s response the MCIB wishes to point out that it is
factual information that the “Jennifer” was carrying 50-60 pots. The report
does not state how the pots were stacked. No matter how the pots were
stored on the “Jennifer” the same minimum area would have been required.

(b) The weather conditions are as detailed by Met Éireann and the Coast Guard.
The report does point out that a boat working close inshore would have a
lee. It is also known that around the time of the casualty the weather
conditions were deteriorating rapidly.

(c) It is fact that the boat capsized. No deficiencies were found in the boat
which would give rise to a capsize. For the “Jennifer” to have capsized
through broaching or excessive heeling is unlikely as both Mr. Doherty and 
Mr. McLaughlin were experienced boatmen and consequently it is unlikely
that they carried out an incorrect manoeuvring of the vessel. Thus the most
probable course of the capsize has to be wind or wave action. 

(d) Regarding the photograph (appendix 8.3) this was pointed out by a relative
of Mr. McLaughlin as the approximate location of the casualty. To avoid all
doubt the Board will remove appendix 8.3.

The Board accepts that Mr. Doherty and Mr. McLaughlin were very capable
seamen and the condition of the “Jennifer” demonstrates it was well
maintained. 
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